
installation"

on  my  side  taking  gravel  from  the  southern  hill  onto  the  new  base  of  the  cube 

recording my heart-beats working late to avoid the heat and with livia and myrthe 

06169:   "still   walking   up   and   down   the   valley   without   using   the   tractor   and 

beside the song sang to livia especially as also myrthe came to visit us"

to  sardinia  and  once  there  hearing  songs  being  played  from  the  cafe  below  us 

listening to many songs both on the radio and on cds as well as later on the boat 

former  classmate  and  my  twin  sister  and  then  traveling  with  august  to  tuscany 

03123: "in italy with august hearing songs during my fortieth birthday with my 

asleep and back in the netherlands hearing many songs exploring utrecht gay pride"

in  mestre  and  singing  to  the  latter  especially  in  the  night  to  make  her  fall 

03122: "in the mountains singing with gianna and then reaching myrthe and livia 

the phone and also singing in vicenza with francesco's kids and my niece anna"

daughter and in italy singing with old gianna but also singing songs to livia on 

also while in austria with asmund and amy sining songs with them to thier little 

03121:  "listening  to  a  lot  of  music  traveling  by  car  through  germany  and  then 

valley at my installation"

experiencing much better weather and almost no wind especially when working up the 

winds   almost   bringing   storms   but   settling   quite   fast   and   towards   the   end 

18134: "experiencing quite some bad weather at times in the mountains with sudden 

while in the netherlands right before the summer"

frenzy gradually lost in their trip up north and writing the fable systematically 

two animals and this time opting for piranhas most interested about their blood 

08107: "one of the first if not the first stories written about not a single but 

gravel"

bringing  mostly  black  earth  below  the  base  without  much  focusing  to  find  any 

the hill on the south to connect myself with the holes on the opposite side now 

06168: "still working at the new base after the rain and focusing to dig through 

the ashram and personal paying students of amma"

fishermen but also europeans with a heavy drug history now permanent residents of 

outside the ashram to truly get in touch with the locals and meeting tsunami hit 

10131: "people met in the near of amma's ashram in southern india now going often 

feeling however rather in peace with myself and with my low-key destiny"

the  mincio  river  and  once  again  getting  to  reflect  wuite  much  at  my  condition 

noble project and also taking a long solitary walk south of the garda lake along 

installation and thinking about how isolated i got attempting to accomplish such a 

09103:   "recording   my   thoughts   now   walking   up   the   valley   to   work   on   my 



heidelberg walking all the way through it and picking quite some trash"

11218:   "traveling   by   car   through   germany   and   visiting   the   tourist   city   of 

terror related attacks but also some natural disasters and several accidents"

and spotting casualties around the world amist much war-like rethorics and some 

12173: "in the mountains checking my phone regularly despite the slow connection 

also feeling afraid of the hunters"

finishing to read them yet at times being out of breath walking up the valley and 

their  meanness  and  also  reflecting  at  times  of  plutarch's  moral  writings  after 

all the data within the cube structure also reflecting on my italian family and 

it and being blocked by the hunters and feeling content however with just stowing 

reflecting on my peace of mind after having sacrificed so much resources to build 

09104:   "thoughts   recorded   mostly   walking   up   to   my   installation   alone   and 

rain and cold weather but still strolling around it"

castle and finally leaving italy by car alone and stopping in munich finding there 

to sleep in the stroller allowing me to explore the upper part of the city to the 

the mountains before visiting trento still with my in-laws and livia who managed 

stroller and often time recording with her in my arms and filming limitedly up in 

exploring  it  yet  having  to  also  take  care  of  livia  not  willing  to  seat  in  the 

her boyfriend in the near of garda lake and there taking a nice trip to mantua 

with my work in the mountains and then going to pick up my girlfriend's mother and 

13186: "filming to begin with in schio not knowing whether i can proceed or not 

side of the city walking towards the center"

and  later  also  visiting  trento  experiencing  quite  some  traffic  on  the  southern 

driving down with my in-laws staying in the near of garda lake and visiting mantua 

trimmer  and  cutting  some  wood  with  the  chainsaw  but  finding  quite  some  traffic 

15123: "breathing good air in the mountains beside when cutting grass with the 

eastern side of the latter"

adding sand to level the new base as well as digging a dike on the northern and 

batteries again and recording while freeing the welded structure in the old base 

06170: "still having issues with my heart-beat recording watch but finally change 

with august and davide to let livia run around"

below and from a band playing music in the town square where we spent the evening 

nights she had a hard time sleeping and also listening to the songs from the cafe 

03124:  "sill  in  sardinia  now  singing  songs  to  livia  especially  in  a  couple  of 


